We begin with a brief introduction to this subject. !• Nonstandard Analysis* It is known that there exist proper extensions of the real numbers which possess the same formal properties as the real numbers [Robinson [1] ). That is, given a formal mathematical language L in which the algebraic and topological properties of the real numbers R can be expressed, there will exist a proper set-theoretical extension *i? of R with the following property : any sentence of L which holds (in the model-theoretic sense) in R will hold in *i?. Then, since we have assumed that the ordered field axioms which hold in R are expressible in L, *ϋ? will be an ordered field whence, it follows that *i? is nonarchimedian. Therefore, there will exist in *i£ elements a Φ 0 that have the property that I a I < r for all positive r in R. These elements are called infinitesimal. If a -b is an infinitesimal, we shall write a ^ b. If '' 0 " is regarded as an infinitesimal then it is clear that *' ^ " is an additive congruence relation on *R. Because R has the formal property " that for each positive number r there will exist a natural number n so that n > r ", *R also has this property. Thus since *R contains infinite numbers (reciprocals of infinitesimals), it follows that *JΪ has infinite natural numbers. That is, embedded in *R is a proper set-theoretical extension of *ΛΓ of N (N denotes the natural numbers) which has the same formal properties as N. The numbers in *iV -N are just the infinite natural numbers.
If E n denotes Euclidean space of dimension n, we denote by *E n , the natural extension of E n induced by *R. That is, elements of *E n are ordered ^-tuples of elements of *R. If a = (a u , a n ) and b 
\ h\
We will in this case, denote L{h) by ?/' (/*<, x). Higher order differentials can be defined as follows : If h is fixed and f(x) = y'(h, x) then
We will sometimes write y'h, y"kh, y (S) Proof. It is not difficult to show that the limit
exists uniformly on S. This is because /' exists and is uniformlycontinuous on S. But then the result follows based on a theorem similar to Theorem 4.6.1 (Robinson [1] , p. 116). 4* We are now in a position to prove the desired result. Let S be an open sphere about the origin in E n and suppose y maps S into E n in a one-to-one manner. Assuming n > 2, y(0) = 0, and that
all exist on S we have :
If y is conformal on S, then y is an elementary transformation.
The proof of this theorem is found in Nevanlinna [1] . We sketch this proof in order to make reference to it in the sequel :
If y is conformal, we have
, it is not difficult to obtain the equation
whenever h and k are orthogonal. Differentiating (4.2) with respect to a vector j orthogonal to h and k we have
The sum of the last five terms of (4.3) are symmetric in j and h and hence, the same applies to the first term. We have then,
But y'h and y'j are independent hence ρ"hk = 0 whenever h and k are orthogonal. From this, it follows that for all h and k, (see Nevanlinna [1] , footnote on p. 7)
q a function of x alone. But differentiating once again with respect to j, q can be shown to be a constant. We then conclude that
where a and β are constants (a -q/2) and x 0 a constant vector. The In either case, it is not difficult to show that y is an elementary transformation. Our point is this : the assumption that the third and fourth differentials of y exist is used only to derive equation (4.5) from equation (4.2). We are now going to carry out this derivation without reference to these differentials. The remainder of our proof will be identical to Nevanlinna's and we will not reproduce it here. Hence, we assume that n > 2, y\ y" exist and are continuous on S (S denotes the closure of S) and that y(0) -0. Under these conditions we prove :
LIOUVILLE'S THEOREM. // y is conformal on S then y is an elementary transformation.
Proof. We begin with (4.2)
(where (p-y f k)'h denotes the differential of p-y'k with respect to h) holds when h is orthogonal to k. Fixing h and k let (4.8)
exists and is continuous on S,
is linear in ah we may divide by a to obtain
If we let j be a fixed vector orthogonal to h and k we then have that 
From the definition of *E n , it will follow that *E n obeys the same formal properties which hold in E n . Thus the fact that (4.9) holds in E n for all positive a in R will imply that (4.9) holds in *E n when a is a positive infinitesimal in *iϋ. In this case, it is to be understood that (4.9) holds for all x in *S. Now making use of the uniform continuity of y" on S (and hence, the uniform continuity of p' on S) we have by (4.8) 
, ^/^x y y (fe, a; + ah + αj) -y
The equivalence above is justified as follows : 
y"(h + j, k, x + ta(h + j))dt

Jo
= (\ [p'(h> x + aj + ath) -p'(h, x + ath)]dt
™ y"{h, k, x) by (3.1) and (3.2). Also it follows by (4.7) and (4.8) that
This equivalence can be justified by steps similar to those used before. It follows that from (4.9) we obtain
But the left side of the equivalence (4.10) is symmetric with respect to h and j and hence this holds also for the right side. We have (4.11) y '(h, x) Instead of differentiating-we have " differenced " (4.2) according to the theory of finite differences and because of the infinitesimal value of a arrive at (4.12) which is similar to the statement p"hk = 0 and (4.12) would in fact imply p"hh = 0 if we knew p" existed. Thus noticing that the integral in (4.12) " ought " to be p" we " integrate " expecting to obtain p\ Our integration takes the following form : If ω is an infinite natural number, x is in S, and h is chosen so that x + h is in S then (x + (n/ω)h plays the role of x and 1/ω the role of a in (4.12))
The first equivalence, above, is obtained as follows: Suppose a l9
, a ω are elements of *E n so that | α< | ^ 0 for i = 1, , ω, where co is an infinite natural number. Because the sequence | a { \ , | a ω \ is " finite " with respect to *2ϋ, the sequence has a maximum element, call it i a { \. Hence Ξ -Σ I a n I < -(ω I a t |)
for each # in S whenever /^ and fc are orthogonal and x + h belongs to S. It is not difficult to show that p"hk exists and equals q(h k), q a real constant. We define
= p' (k, x + h)-p'{k, x) by (4.13). But then by (4.14)
and thus
But j is not related to h and so it must be the case that (referring to (4.14) again)
for all h,k and j. But now
is symmetric in h and k and returning once more to (4.14) we have
which is a real function of x alone. Therefore,
But also '(h, x) h h and hence q is a constant. Thus
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